March 10, 2017

Elizabeth Abrams, Chair
Council of Provosts
Danielle Mello, Colleges Advising Coordinator

RE: Catalog Year Changes Status for GE Satisfaction Report for Re-Approval

Dear Elizabeth and Danielle,

Three years ago, CEP gave the Provosts the ability to delegate the authorization of catalog year changes for students who were returning to UCSC after more than two years absence to the Academic Preceptors.

CEP reviewed and discussed your report at our weekly meeting and have come to the following conclusions. Members unanimously agreed to extend this delegation for one more year, beginning fall 2017-18. We do not anticipate renewing this agreement, as all re-entering students should now follow the 2010 General Education requirements.

CEP has authorized the Registrar’s Office to remove the old GE designation from course descriptions beginning in fall 2017. Students who will require a catalog year change for GE requirements will be able to petition through appeal with the Committee on Courses of Instruction effective fall 2018.

Sincerely,

John Tamkun, Chair
Committee on Educational Policy

CC: AVC Sketo-Rosener
Registrar Sanger